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Roadmap to the State’s Economic Recovery


Warren Ribley, Director


Illinois Department of Commerce & Economic Opportunity





Thank you Senator Munoz, Roxanne. It is great to be here again at the Annual Latino Caucus Foundation conference.
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Global Recession Timeline


Source: BBC News/Bloomberg





I think it’s good to remember what we were up against when Governor Quinn took office amidst the worst economic recession of our lifetime, a recession of global proportions. Across the nation, businesses have closed as a result, homes have been foreclosed upon and hundreds of thousands of people lost their jobs. The recession continues to force unprecedented challenges and tough decisions about what state programs Illinois and most other states – not to mention the federal government - can afford to fund. 
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At the same time, the Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity received $622 million from the federal stimulus infusion. 





From a management perspective, the crisis and tandem infusion of federal funds forced us to prioritize the agency's investments like never before. We analyzed what investments would lay the best foundation for economic development and create sustainable, good-paying jobs. 
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Coming Out of Recession


			September 2010 Unemployment


			Illinois overall 9.8%


			all areas of state 


			Illinois economy has grown 0.9% vs national economy at only 0.5%





			Leading Midwest in job creation


			53,700 jobs added


			8,600 of those in manufacturing








And that crisis management has paid off:





			Illinois is bucking the national trend for unemployment. Yesterday it was announced we added another 8-thousand jobs in October. According to the Department of Employment Security, our overall unemployment rate has lowered each of the last seven (7) months, and in September it finally dipped below 10 percent for the first time since April 2009. Even more exciting,  all areas of the state experienced a drop in unemployment for the first time since March 2007.








			Illinois’ economic growth in 2010 also nearly doubles the nation.  (IDES)





			Illinois leads the Midwest in job creation with nearly 54-thousand jobs being added this year, including nearly 9-thousand manufacturing jobs. 





			We still have a ways to go, but compared to many states, like Indiana and Tennessee, we are actually ahead. 





			The economic forecaster Global Insight summarizes Illinois' prospects this way: Long-term growth looks good after the current recession ends in 2010. The education and health services sector will continue to add jobs. 
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How Illinois Rates for Latino Unemployment


Illinois


			Total Hispanic 	11.5%


			Male Hispanic 	10.8%


			Female Hispanic 	12.9%


			Teenagers 		25%


			Ages 25-34 	9.3%


			Ages 45-54		7.6%


			Ages 55-64		15.2%





Nation


			Total Hispanic 	12.1%


			Male Hispanic 	12.5%


			Female Hispanic 	11.5%


			Teenagers 		30.2%


			Ages 25-34 	11.4%


			Ages 45-54		10.1%


			Ages 55-64		10%








As you can see from this chart, Illinois’ Hispanic population actually stacks up pretty well against national averages. In the blue text categories, unemployment rates for Hispanics are lower in Illinois than they are nationally. However, the red categories do signify areas where unemployment is higher in Illinois than the national average. There is always more work to be done.
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Business Wins


			Company			State Investment			Private Investment			Jobs Created/ Retained


			Nippon Sharyo USA			$12 M			$35 M			265


			Farmland Foods – Monmouth			$8.8 M			$12 M			1466


			Chrysler - Belvidere			$62.1 M			$603 M			1950






































The fact is, whatever the naysayers want to you to believe, Illinois is recognized globally as a great place to do business; I am talking to CEOs of companies interested in relocating here all the time. More companies are starting to want to have discussions with us, which will start to translate into even more jobs soon.





I’ve highlighted some recent business deals that we’ve done recently – including a high speed rail manufacturer, a pork processor and one of the nation’s top automobile companies.





Since Governor Quinn took office, we have completed 100 business incentive packages that have created and retained more than 23,000 jobs and put more than $3 billion of private investment back into our economy.
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Training for High-Growth Sectors


			Health Care and health care IT			$5.3 million			4 ,300 being trained


			Transportation/Logistics/
Distribution			$858,000			386 being trained


			Manufacturing			$1.8 million			2,881 being trained


			Green			$6 million			2,030 being trained



































The numbers show we are succeeding in developing jobs in high-growth sectors including green manufacturing, health care, and transportation-logistics. But the workforce also has to be trained to meet the demands of these 21st century occupations. Luckily, Illinois has a national reputation for innovation in employment and training under the Workforce Investment Act.





In the most recently concluded fiscal year, more than 10-thousand Hispanic individuals were served by local WIA programs.





WIA Works in Illinois, because we focus on regional business needs first, then engage a wide range of training partners to meet the demand. We are targeting sectors with the most potential, including:


			Health Care and Health Care IT


			Transportation/Logistics/Distribution


			Manufacturing


			Solar, Wind & Biofuel Development
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More Latino Nurses


			> $1 Million of $5.3 Million ARRA Statewide for Health Care Training





			MacNeal Hospital


			 Instituto del Progreso Latino


			National Latino Education Institute 








Health care still doesn’t have enough workers to meet the demand, so it continues to be one of our sectors of utmost interest. We are investing $5.3 million in health care training statewide. And in total, DCEO invested more than $1-million-dollars of those funds for training by three organizations serving the Latino community: MacNeal Hospital, Instituto del Progreso Latino, and National Latino Education Institute. 





By supporting clinical and technology-intensive nurse training to bicultural and bilingual individuals, the State can meet several needs: 1) develop an avenue for new and continuous careers; 2) provide quality postsecondary educational opportunities for those not heading to college; and 3) provide quality patient care for those of limited English proficiency.





The fact is that while the overall population of Chicago may be shrinking, preliminary census data shows the Latino community is growing, both in the city and the suburbs. These programs will put more nurses at all stages of the pipeline; from entry level diagnostics training, to moving nurses up to become leaders as nursing faculty.
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$6 million ARRA to State Energy Sector Partnership 





			training unemployed workers in the manufacturing and construction industries for new energy sector jobs











Illinois also vied for and won $6 million in State Energy Sector Partnership (SESP) funds from ARRA.  SESP has allowed us to support job creation for wind, solar and energy efficiency by focusing on training unemployed workers in traditional manufacturing and construction industries.  To that end, in addition to training veterans, minority contractors and people in poverty, a portion of these funds was reserved for areas undergoing auto industry related restructuring. Illinois’ emphasis was on developing regional public-private partnerships to meet these goals.  
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Training Summer Youth


			small business feedback: youth aren't ready to work


			real-world experience plus work readiness skills


			2009 – 17K trained - 1,843 Latino


			2010 – another 6,680 trained  - 857 Latino








One of the things we hear back from small business owners, especially, is that our young people aren't quite ready to face the demands of work. DCEO's summer work programs provide real-world experience with a heavy dose of work readiness skills including how to decide on a career, look for jobs, apply, interview and contribute. 





Last summer, thanks to ARRA, we were able to provide training to more than 17-thousand youth statewide; of those, nearly 1900 or 11 percent, self-identified as Latino. This summer, through the Illinois YES program, another 6700 received training.  Of those, 857, or 13%, self-identified themselves as Latino.
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			Comprehensive effort to rebuild Illinois' most vulnerable neighborhoods


			Includes $5 million-dollars for Training for Tomorrow 








			Includes 20 non-profit Community Based Organizations


			Targets local industries experiencing difficulty in recruiting skilled, entry level workers. 


			Expect > 1,700 to be trained and placed into jobs in 2 yrs








Governor Quinn has also announced a comprehensive effort to rebuild Illinois' most vulnerable neighborhoods. The Neighborhood Recovery Initiative includes $5 million-dollars for DCEO’s Training for Tomorrow Program. 


 


More than 20 non-profit Community Based Organizations that currently provide job training services, including Safer Foundation, Chicago Urban League, Chicago Defender and Chicago Botanic Garden, will receive funding in the near future to identify local industries experiencing difficulty in recruiting skilled, entry level workers. Training for Tomorrow organizations will train and place more than 1,700 people into jobs over the next two years.
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			Community Business Loan Program for small businesse





			$5 M in loans


			ACCION


			CCV


			IVCA








Another component of the Governor’s Plan focuses on small business.





National banks have tightened their belts in the last year, making it tougher than ever to get loans approved to cover reasonable start-up and operational costs.  





Another part of Governor Quinn's Neighborhood Recovery Program is the "Community Business Loan Program" targeted to businesses with fewer than 50 full-time employees. $Five (5)-million-dollars in loans will be made by community lenders including ACCION Chicago, Chicago Community Ventures (CCV), and Illinois Ventures for Community Action (IVCA).  The funding comes under the federal "IKE" Disaster Recovery program.  


  


Loans can be for a variety of business purposes, including construction, equipment and refinancing. The program will immediately begin making loans to start up businesses, from $500 to $50-thousand-dollars.  Existing businesses can apply for loans from $500 to $75-thousand-dollars. 





The fund is a revolving loan fund program, allowing the program to continue as loans are repaid, helping more business in the future. In addition, the lenders will network with each other in referring prospective loan prospects, to boost program coverage.





The Women’s Business Development Center is already taking applications 
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Small Business Support


			500,000 small businesses


			100,000 jobs lowers the unemployment rate 1%


			local, sustainable jobs








Let’s take a step back and think about why the state should focus more on small business efforts. It takes the creation of approximately 100-thousand jobs to lower the unemployment rate one point. There are 500-thousand small businesses in Illinois. You can do the math....if every small business in Illinois were supported to be able to create just one new job, we'd lower our unemployment rate by five points. Plus, the jobs created would be local and sustainable. So how do we get there?





Most of our outreach to small business is currently through our network of Illinois Small Business Development Centers. In recent years, $741,000 has gone to the Illinois Hispanic Chamber of Commerce to operate an Illinois Entrepreneurship Center, Illinois SBDC and a Procurement Technical Assistance Center. But we’re going to do more, and we going to target these entrepreneurs in smarter ways.
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			$2500 credit


			50 employees or less


			new position created and filled


			equivalent salary of $25,025





			Available through June 30, 2011


			Easy to register and receive tax certificate from comfort of your desk








One way is through the Small Business Job Creation Tax Credit. The credit encourages hiring now, instead of waiting for next year or a few years down the road. It provides a $2500 tax credit to employers if a full time position is created and sustained for one year with the equivalent salary of $25,025. Business owners all over the state have utilized this credit to help grow their businesses – and it's available through June 2011. All of our representatives and senators here today voted for this important Tax Credit.
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Small Business Jobs Act


Illinois Jobs Now! Capital Plan


			$2 million to IL SBDCs





			$15 M to assist small businesses locating in economically depressed areas


			$15 M for technology companies








The Illinois Small Business Development Network will be able to help even more clients thanks to President Obama having signed the federal Small Business Jobs Act in September. DCEO is vigorously pursuing funds that will be available next year from the U.S. Department of Treasury and earmarked for Illinois to help in our efforts to revitalize lending programs to the tune of $78 million dollars. Two million dollars will also go to our existing Illinois Small Business Development Centers, or SBDCs, to serve more entrepreneurs and businesses. 





There is also money set aside for small businesses in the Illinois Jobs Now! Capital plan, including $15 million to assist small businesses operating or wanting to locate in economically depressed areas. Another $15 million is also set aside to help high-growth, small technology companies expand and put more people to work.





Speaking of the capital plan, which DCEO administers, Governor Quinn ensured that minorities, women and persons with disabilities have an equal shot at getting major state grants or loans for capital construction. In July, he signed legislation sponsored by Senator Sandoval and Rep Burns that grants or loans of more than $250-thousand-dollars must follow Business Enterprise Program, or BEP, practices.
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State Energy Plan


			Unprecedented transformation


			$100 million dollars from ARRA


			12,000 jobs created








			for solar and wind


			geothermal 


			biofuel development


			retrofitting traditional manufacturers to produce green components








I mentioned some of our workforce investments in the green economy earlier. 





Overall, Illinois is utilizing federal stimulus dollars to grow the green economy in a way we've never seen. Our State Energy Plan directs $100 million dollars toward solar and wind installations, geothermal energy efficient systems, biofuel development and retrofitting our traditional manufacturers to produce green components. 
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			ComEd, Ameren


			$150 million


			Public sector upgrades








Illinois' Energy Efficiency Portfolio, among the most ambitious in the nation, creates a substantial budget to reduce electrical energy usage and demand for customers of ComEd and Ameren. By next year, over $150 million will have gone to public sector institutions like schools, park districts and police and fire districts, to upgrade their facilities and save thousands of dollars in the process.
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Energy Efficiency Affordable Housing


			Governor Quinn has doubled program funds


			Results statewide:


			 >150 multi-unit rehab or construction projects


			> 1,000 new homes.





			In 2011, Governor Quinn is tripling the funds to $5M.


			Program paid for from revenues from utilities











Finally, for housing to be truly affordable, it has to be truly energy efficient. That's why Governor Quinn has more than doubled the amount of funds dedicated to the Energy Efficiency Affordable Housing Program, during his tenure.





The statewide program has helped fund more than 150 multi-unit rehab or construction projects as well as more than 1,000 new homes.





All green. All affordable.





And next year, Governor Quinn is tripling the funds dedicated to this program to $5-million-dollars.





Not only does a greener building cost less in rent or lease payment; but it literally lowers the other recurrent monthly cost - that of utility bills. 





People then have more funding to use for other things, like food and diapers – or to put back into the economy in other ways. For seniors, their funds can often be better spent toward medications or other health care needs.





The photo here is the latest housing development by the Resurrection Project, Casa Maravilla. I was able to visit with some of the senior citizens who live there just a few weeks ago and they are very happy with their savings on utility bills. 





Like the Public Sector program, revenues come from the utilities and are reinvested in the community to help the most vulnerable. 
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Eliminating the Digital Divide


			Goal to bring access to underserved parts of state


			Necessary for 21st century job growth


			Partnership for Connected Illinois


			2,000 jobs created





			State support


			technical/grant writing


			$67 M in capital plan


			Federal support


			$245 M ARRA


			








We can't provide more jobs and a home for high-growth industry without developing a 21st century infrastructure, including the deployment of broadband and smart grid technologies.  





Governor Quinn and I are committed to improving the accessibility of broadband in Illinois. Our statewide goal is to bring broadband to underserved areas of the state, so that no matter where a person lives, they have fast Internet service available, which provides for greater opportunities for 21st century job growth and economic prosperity.





To determine where the gaps in service exist, DCEO has been working with the Partnership for a Connected Illinois, which has the responsibility of mapping the state's current broadband infrastructure. PCI is currently in the field building what they call "eTeams" of concerned citizens who will help trouble-shoot on broadband supply and demand.





To win the federal funds, DCEO supported Illinois-based broadband ARRA applications by providing technical and grant-writing assistance. The Governor also included funding in the “Illinois Jobs Now” Capital Plan as a match for projects that ultimately won awards. 





All in all, Illinois has received nearly $245-million in ARRA funds for our projects. The State has committed $67-million; and in total, with other private investment, nearly $351-million is being invested in broadband infrastructure, deployment and frontline programs to eliminate the digital divide. In addition, more than 2-thousand jobs are being created as a result of this investment.





Two of the recent federal awards went to the City of Chicago and total $16 million, matched by more than $1.5 million from the State, to help close the digital divide by establishing more Public Computer Centers and move forward with five pilot communities for its Smart Communities master plan. That press conference was held at the Instituto.





One last program I'd like to mention: DCEO has provided more than $350-thousand-dollars through our Digital Divide  program to UNO, to help provide computer access and training to the residents of Gage Park, Pilsen, Avondale, Brighton Park and Archer Heights. More than 2600 people have been served across the city in that program. 
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			Coal for the future


			Retrofit Ameren Meredosia site


			Use pipeline to sequester elsewhere





			City RFPs were due Monday


			Goal to pick a site in early 2011


			Includes construction of skills training center








I also want to touch briefly on the FutureGen project. As you probably know, this project has been through its ups and downs over the last few years. The revised project plan is to retrofit a seldom-used 200 MW unit in Meredosia, IL, which is owned by Ameren Generating, to use an oxy-combustion system and develop a CO2 pipeline from Meredosia to an undetermined alternate sequestration site.


RFPs from potential municipalities vying to host the storage component were due earlier this week. The goal is to pick a provisional site some time in early 2011 to inject CO2, construct a skill trades training center and public access-visitors center.  
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Weatherization


			17,012 homes have been completed as of 11/08/10 











DCEO’s Office of Energy Assistance has managed $225 million of ARRA funds being dispersed through local Community Action Agencies who administer weatherization services. In addition to weatherizing more than 17-thousand homes to date, more than 600 green jobs have been created.
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Nation’s First Weatherization 			Manual in 


			Spanish





And today, I’m happy to announce another investment in green jobs growth for Latinos. Any day now we are expecting something new from the printer...Illinois will be THE FIRST state in the nation to offer a Spanish version of our Weatherization Manual for contractors and workers.
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Tourism/Film Industry


			Tourism $30.8 B


			employs 300K people


			US Travel Association predicts modest tourism growth will reclaim 90K US jobs





			McCormick Place incentive fund is working 


			Chicago Latino Film Festival








One last economic development driver to mention this morning. Tourism represents a $30.8 billion industry in Illinois and employs over 300,000 people, making it a critical driver of the Illinois economy. In fact, the US Travel Association just announced that modest tourism growth this year will help the US reclaim 90,000 jobs.


 


Governor Quinn and I both recognize tourism’s ability to serve as a catalyst for economic growth, which is why we have made it one of our priorities for the state’s economic recovery and are continuing to devote resources to help this industry grow and thrive. 


 


The McCormick Place incentive fund was passed into law this spring to get new conventions to Chicago and make Chicago more competitive in the convention business, and it's already working.  This allows us to compete on a more even playing field with Las Vegas and Orlando.  It will not only fill McCormick Place, but our hotels as well generating much needed tax revenue of the state and most importantly create jobs. 





And DCEO’s Film Office is a strong supporter of the Chicago Latino Film Festival.
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Chicago ranked Top 10





Last March, Site Selection magazine, one of the nation’s premier corporate real estate and economic development publications, announced that Illinois and the Chicago metro area ranked among the top ten U.S. locations for new and expanded corporate facilities.  Illinois ranked eighth among states and Chicagoland second in the metropolitan areas category. 


 


This ranking came out in probably one of the darkest months of the recession. And it's true that we're not out of the water yet; this recession is deeper and longer than anyone could have predicted, and too many of our citizens are still without work. But Illinois has natural resources in its infrastructure; in its people; in its ideas; in its geography. 


 


I am working every day with members of the Latino Caucus, and others who believe that we will only successfully pull the state out of recession by making sure that all of our citizens have an opportunity to prosper. We will come out of this recession together, and we will emerge stronger, with a more diverse, sustainable economy. I look forward to working with you to make that happen.
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Thank you Senator Munoz, Roxanne. It is great to be here again at the Annual Latino Caucus Foundation conference.
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Global Recession Timeline


Source: BBC News/Bloomberg





I think it’s good to remember what we were up against when Governor Quinn took office amidst the worst economic recession of our lifetime, a recession of global proportions. Across the nation, businesses have closed as a result, homes have been foreclosed upon and hundreds of thousands of people lost their jobs. The recession continues to force unprecedented challenges and tough decisions about what state programs Illinois and most other states – not to mention the federal government - can afford to fund. 
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At the same time, the Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity received $622 million from the federal stimulus infusion. 





From a management perspective, the crisis and tandem infusion of federal funds forced us to prioritize the agency's investments like never before. We analyzed what investments would lay the best foundation for economic development and create sustainable, good-paying jobs. 
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Coming Out of Recession


			September 2010 Unemployment


			Illinois overall 9.8%


			all areas of state 


			Illinois economy has grown 0.9% vs national economy at only 0.5%





			Leading Midwest in job creation


			53,700 jobs added


			8,600 of those in manufacturing








And that crisis management has paid off:





			Illinois is bucking the national trend for unemployment. Yesterday it was announced we added another 8-thousand jobs in October. According to the Department of Employment Security, our overall unemployment rate has lowered each of the last seven (7) months, and in September it finally dipped below 10 percent for the first time since April 2009. Even more exciting,  all areas of the state experienced a drop in unemployment for the first time since March 2007.








			Illinois’ economic growth in 2010 also nearly doubles the nation.  (IDES)





			Illinois leads the Midwest in job creation with nearly 54-thousand jobs being added this year, including nearly 9-thousand manufacturing jobs. 





			We still have a ways to go, but compared to many states, like Indiana and Tennessee, we are actually ahead. 





			The economic forecaster Global Insight summarizes Illinois' prospects this way: Long-term growth looks good after the current recession ends in 2010. The education and health services sector will continue to add jobs. 
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How Illinois Rates for Latino Unemployment


Illinois


			Total Hispanic 	11.5%


			Male Hispanic 	10.8%


			Female Hispanic 	12.9%


			Teenagers 		25%


			Ages 25-34 	9.3%


			Ages 45-54		7.6%


			Ages 55-64		15.2%





Nation


			Total Hispanic 	12.1%


			Male Hispanic 	12.5%


			Female Hispanic 	11.5%


			Teenagers 		30.2%


			Ages 25-34 	11.4%


			Ages 45-54		10.1%


			Ages 55-64		10%








As you can see from this chart, Illinois’ Hispanic population actually stacks up pretty well against national averages. In the blue text categories, unemployment rates for Hispanics are lower in Illinois than they are nationally. However, the red categories do signify areas where unemployment is higher in Illinois than the national average. There is always more work to be done.
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Business Wins


			Company			State Investment			Private Investment			Jobs Created/ Retained


			Nippon Sharyo USA			$12 M			$35 M			265


			Farmland Foods – Monmouth			$8.8 M			$12 M			1466


			Chrysler - Belvidere			$62.1 M			$603 M			1950






































The fact is, whatever the naysayers want to you to believe, Illinois is recognized globally as a great place to do business; I am talking to CEOs of companies interested in relocating here all the time. More companies are starting to want to have discussions with us, which will start to translate into even more jobs soon.





I’ve highlighted some recent business deals that we’ve done recently – including a high speed rail manufacturer, a pork processor and one of the nation’s top automobile companies.





Since Governor Quinn took office, we have completed 100 business incentive packages that have created and retained more than 23,000 jobs and put more than $3 billion of private investment back into our economy.
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Training for High-Growth Sectors


			Health Care and health care IT			$5.3 million			4 ,300 being trained


			Transportation/Logistics/
Distribution			$858,000			386 being trained


			Manufacturing			$1.8 million			2,881 being trained


			Green			$6 million			2,030 being trained



































The numbers show we are succeeding in developing jobs in high-growth sectors including green manufacturing, health care, and transportation-logistics. But the workforce also has to be trained to meet the demands of these 21st century occupations. Luckily, Illinois has a national reputation for innovation in employment and training under the Workforce Investment Act.





In the most recently concluded fiscal year, more than 10-thousand Hispanic individuals were served by local WIA programs.





WIA Works in Illinois, because we focus on regional business needs first, then engage a wide range of training partners to meet the demand. We are targeting sectors with the most potential, including:


			Health Care and Health Care IT


			Transportation/Logistics/Distribution


			Manufacturing


			Solar, Wind & Biofuel Development
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More Latino Nurses


			> $1 Million of $5.3 Million ARRA Statewide for Health Care Training





			MacNeal Hospital


			 Instituto del Progreso Latino


			National Latino Education Institute 








Health care still doesn’t have enough workers to meet the demand, so it continues to be one of our sectors of utmost interest. We are investing $5.3 million in health care training statewide. And in total, DCEO invested more than $1-million-dollars of those funds for training by three organizations serving the Latino community: MacNeal Hospital, Instituto del Progreso Latino, and National Latino Education Institute. 





By supporting clinical and technology-intensive nurse training to bicultural and bilingual individuals, the State can meet several needs: 1) develop an avenue for new and continuous careers; 2) provide quality postsecondary educational opportunities for those not heading to college; and 3) provide quality patient care for those of limited English proficiency.





The fact is that while the overall population of Chicago may be shrinking, preliminary census data shows the Latino community is growing, both in the city and the suburbs. These programs will put more nurses at all stages of the pipeline; from entry level diagnostics training, to moving nurses up to become leaders as nursing faculty.
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$6 million ARRA to State Energy Sector Partnership 





			training unemployed workers in the manufacturing and construction industries for new energy sector jobs











Illinois also vied for and won $6 million in State Energy Sector Partnership (SESP) funds from ARRA.  SESP has allowed us to support job creation for wind, solar and energy efficiency by focusing on training unemployed workers in traditional manufacturing and construction industries.  To that end, in addition to training veterans, minority contractors and people in poverty, a portion of these funds was reserved for areas undergoing auto industry related restructuring. Illinois’ emphasis was on developing regional public-private partnerships to meet these goals.  
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Training Summer Youth


			small business feedback: youth aren't ready to work


			real-world experience plus work readiness skills


			2009 – 17K trained - 1,843 Latino


			2010 – another 6,680 trained  - 857 Latino








One of the things we hear back from small business owners, especially, is that our young people aren't quite ready to face the demands of work. DCEO's summer work programs provide real-world experience with a heavy dose of work readiness skills including how to decide on a career, look for jobs, apply, interview and contribute. 





Last summer, thanks to ARRA, we were able to provide training to more than 17-thousand youth statewide; of those, nearly 1900 or 11 percent, self-identified as Latino. This summer, through the Illinois YES program, another 6700 received training.  Of those, 857, or 13%, self-identified themselves as Latino.
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			Comprehensive effort to rebuild Illinois' most vulnerable neighborhoods


			Includes $5 million-dollars for Training for Tomorrow 








			Includes 20 non-profit Community Based Organizations


			Targets local industries experiencing difficulty in recruiting skilled, entry level workers. 


			Expect > 1,700 to be trained and placed into jobs in 2 yrs








Governor Quinn has also announced a comprehensive effort to rebuild Illinois' most vulnerable neighborhoods. The Neighborhood Recovery Initiative includes $5 million-dollars for DCEO’s Training for Tomorrow Program. 


 


More than 20 non-profit Community Based Organizations that currently provide job training services, including Safer Foundation, Chicago Urban League, Chicago Defender and Chicago Botanic Garden, will receive funding in the near future to identify local industries experiencing difficulty in recruiting skilled, entry level workers. Training for Tomorrow organizations will train and place more than 1,700 people into jobs over the next two years.
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			Community Business Loan Program for small businesse





			$5 M in loans


			ACCION


			CCV


			IVCA








Another component of the Governor’s Plan focuses on small business.





National banks have tightened their belts in the last year, making it tougher than ever to get loans approved to cover reasonable start-up and operational costs.  





Another part of Governor Quinn's Neighborhood Recovery Program is the "Community Business Loan Program" targeted to businesses with fewer than 50 full-time employees. $Five (5)-million-dollars in loans will be made by community lenders including ACCION Chicago, Chicago Community Ventures (CCV), and Illinois Ventures for Community Action (IVCA).  The funding comes under the federal "IKE" Disaster Recovery program.  


  


Loans can be for a variety of business purposes, including construction, equipment and refinancing. The program will immediately begin making loans to start up businesses, from $500 to $50-thousand-dollars.  Existing businesses can apply for loans from $500 to $75-thousand-dollars. 





The fund is a revolving loan fund program, allowing the program to continue as loans are repaid, helping more business in the future. In addition, the lenders will network with each other in referring prospective loan prospects, to boost program coverage.





The Women’s Business Development Center is already taking applications 
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Small Business Support


			500,000 small businesses


			100,000 jobs lowers the unemployment rate 1%


			local, sustainable jobs








Let’s take a step back and think about why the state should focus more on small business efforts. It takes the creation of approximately 100-thousand jobs to lower the unemployment rate one point. There are 500-thousand small businesses in Illinois. You can do the math....if every small business in Illinois were supported to be able to create just one new job, we'd lower our unemployment rate by five points. Plus, the jobs created would be local and sustainable. So how do we get there?





Most of our outreach to small business is currently through our network of Illinois Small Business Development Centers. In recent years, $741,000 has gone to the Illinois Hispanic Chamber of Commerce to operate an Illinois Entrepreneurship Center, Illinois SBDC and a Procurement Technical Assistance Center. But we’re going to do more, and we going to target these entrepreneurs in smarter ways.
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			$2500 credit


			50 employees or less


			new position created and filled


			equivalent salary of $25,025





			Available through June 30, 2011


			Easy to register and receive tax certificate from comfort of your desk








One way is through the Small Business Job Creation Tax Credit. The credit encourages hiring now, instead of waiting for next year or a few years down the road. It provides a $2500 tax credit to employers if a full time position is created and sustained for one year with the equivalent salary of $25,025. Business owners all over the state have utilized this credit to help grow their businesses – and it's available through June 2011. All of our representatives and senators here today voted for this important Tax Credit.
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Small Business Jobs Act


Illinois Jobs Now! Capital Plan


			$2 million to IL SBDCs





			$15 M to assist small businesses locating in economically depressed areas


			$15 M for technology companies








The Illinois Small Business Development Network will be able to help even more clients thanks to President Obama having signed the federal Small Business Jobs Act in September. DCEO is vigorously pursuing funds that will be available next year from the U.S. Department of Treasury and earmarked for Illinois to help in our efforts to revitalize lending programs to the tune of $78 million dollars. Two million dollars will also go to our existing Illinois Small Business Development Centers, or SBDCs, to serve more entrepreneurs and businesses. 





There is also money set aside for small businesses in the Illinois Jobs Now! Capital plan, including $15 million to assist small businesses operating or wanting to locate in economically depressed areas. Another $15 million is also set aside to help high-growth, small technology companies expand and put more people to work.





Speaking of the capital plan, which DCEO administers, Governor Quinn ensured that minorities, women and persons with disabilities have an equal shot at getting major state grants or loans for capital construction. In July, he signed legislation sponsored by Senator Sandoval and Rep Burns that grants or loans of more than $250-thousand-dollars must follow Business Enterprise Program, or BEP, practices.
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State Energy Plan


			Unprecedented transformation


			$100 million dollars from ARRA


			12,000 jobs created








			for solar and wind


			geothermal 


			biofuel development


			retrofitting traditional manufacturers to produce green components








I mentioned some of our workforce investments in the green economy earlier. 





Overall, Illinois is utilizing federal stimulus dollars to grow the green economy in a way we've never seen. Our State Energy Plan directs $100 million dollars toward solar and wind installations, geothermal energy efficient systems, biofuel development and retrofitting our traditional manufacturers to produce green components. 
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			ComEd, Ameren


			$150 million


			Public sector upgrades








Illinois' Energy Efficiency Portfolio, among the most ambitious in the nation, creates a substantial budget to reduce electrical energy usage and demand for customers of ComEd and Ameren. By next year, over $150 million will have gone to public sector institutions like schools, park districts and police and fire districts, to upgrade their facilities and save thousands of dollars in the process.
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Energy Efficiency Affordable Housing


			Governor Quinn has doubled program funds


			Results statewide:


			 >150 multi-unit rehab or construction projects


			> 1,000 new homes.





			In 2011, Governor Quinn is tripling the funds to $5M.


			Program paid for from revenues from utilities











Finally, for housing to be truly affordable, it has to be truly energy efficient. That's why Governor Quinn has more than doubled the amount of funds dedicated to the Energy Efficiency Affordable Housing Program, during his tenure.





The statewide program has helped fund more than 150 multi-unit rehab or construction projects as well as more than 1,000 new homes.





All green. All affordable.





And next year, Governor Quinn is tripling the funds dedicated to this program to $5-million-dollars.





Not only does a greener building cost less in rent or lease payment; but it literally lowers the other recurrent monthly cost - that of utility bills. 





People then have more funding to use for other things, like food and diapers – or to put back into the economy in other ways. For seniors, their funds can often be better spent toward medications or other health care needs.





The photo here is the latest housing development by the Resurrection Project, Casa Maravilla. I was able to visit with some of the senior citizens who live there just a few weeks ago and they are very happy with their savings on utility bills. 





Like the Public Sector program, revenues come from the utilities and are reinvested in the community to help the most vulnerable. 
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Eliminating the Digital Divide


			Goal to bring access to underserved parts of state


			Necessary for 21st century job growth


			Partnership for Connected Illinois


			2,000 jobs created





			State support


			technical/grant writing


			$67 M in capital plan


			Federal support


			$245 M ARRA


			








We can't provide more jobs and a home for high-growth industry without developing a 21st century infrastructure, including the deployment of broadband and smart grid technologies.  





Governor Quinn and I are committed to improving the accessibility of broadband in Illinois. Our statewide goal is to bring broadband to underserved areas of the state, so that no matter where a person lives, they have fast Internet service available, which provides for greater opportunities for 21st century job growth and economic prosperity.





To determine where the gaps in service exist, DCEO has been working with the Partnership for a Connected Illinois, which has the responsibility of mapping the state's current broadband infrastructure. PCI is currently in the field building what they call "eTeams" of concerned citizens who will help trouble-shoot on broadband supply and demand.





To win the federal funds, DCEO supported Illinois-based broadband ARRA applications by providing technical and grant-writing assistance. The Governor also included funding in the “Illinois Jobs Now” Capital Plan as a match for projects that ultimately won awards. 





All in all, Illinois has received nearly $245-million in ARRA funds for our projects. The State has committed $67-million; and in total, with other private investment, nearly $351-million is being invested in broadband infrastructure, deployment and frontline programs to eliminate the digital divide. In addition, more than 2-thousand jobs are being created as a result of this investment.





Two of the recent federal awards went to the City of Chicago and total $16 million, matched by more than $1.5 million from the State, to help close the digital divide by establishing more Public Computer Centers and move forward with five pilot communities for its Smart Communities master plan. That press conference was held at the Instituto.





One last program I'd like to mention: DCEO has provided more than $350-thousand-dollars through our Digital Divide  program to UNO, to help provide computer access and training to the residents of Gage Park, Pilsen, Avondale, Brighton Park and Archer Heights. More than 2600 people have been served across the city in that program. 
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			Coal for the future


			Retrofit Ameren Meredosia site


			Use pipeline to sequester elsewhere





			City RFPs were due Monday


			Goal to pick a site in early 2011


			Includes construction of skills training center








I also want to touch briefly on the FutureGen project. As you probably know, this project has been through its ups and downs over the last few years. The revised project plan is to retrofit a seldom-used 200 MW unit in Meredosia, IL, which is owned by Ameren Generating, to use an oxy-combustion system and develop a CO2 pipeline from Meredosia to an undetermined alternate sequestration site.


RFPs from potential municipalities vying to host the storage component were due earlier this week. The goal is to pick a provisional site some time in early 2011 to inject CO2, construct a skill trades training center and public access-visitors center.  
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Weatherization


			17,012 homes have been completed as of 11/08/10 











DCEO’s Office of Energy Assistance has managed $225 million of ARRA funds being dispersed through local Community Action Agencies who administer weatherization services. In addition to weatherizing more than 17-thousand homes to date, more than 600 green jobs have been created.
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Nation’s First Weatherization 			Manual in 


			Spanish





And today, I’m happy to announce another investment in green jobs growth for Latinos. Any day now we are expecting something new from the printer...Illinois will be THE FIRST state in the nation to offer a Spanish version of our Weatherization Manual for contractors and workers.
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Tourism/Film Industry


			Tourism $30.8 B


			employs 300K people


			US Travel Association predicts modest tourism growth will reclaim 90K US jobs





			McCormick Place incentive fund is working 


			Chicago Latino Film Festival








One last economic development driver to mention this morning. Tourism represents a $30.8 billion industry in Illinois and employs over 300,000 people, making it a critical driver of the Illinois economy. In fact, the US Travel Association just announced that modest tourism growth this year will help the US reclaim 90,000 jobs.


 


Governor Quinn and I both recognize tourism’s ability to serve as a catalyst for economic growth, which is why we have made it one of our priorities for the state’s economic recovery and are continuing to devote resources to help this industry grow and thrive. 


 


The McCormick Place incentive fund was passed into law this spring to get new conventions to Chicago and make Chicago more competitive in the convention business, and it's already working.  This allows us to compete on a more even playing field with Las Vegas and Orlando.  It will not only fill McCormick Place, but our hotels as well generating much needed tax revenue of the state and most importantly create jobs. 





And DCEO’s Film Office is a strong supporter of the Chicago Latino Film Festival.
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Chicago ranked Top 10





Last March, Site Selection magazine, one of the nation’s premier corporate real estate and economic development publications, announced that Illinois and the Chicago metro area ranked among the top ten U.S. locations for new and expanded corporate facilities.  Illinois ranked eighth among states and Chicagoland second in the metropolitan areas category. 


 


This ranking came out in probably one of the darkest months of the recession. And it's true that we're not out of the water yet; this recession is deeper and longer than anyone could have predicted, and too many of our citizens are still without work. But Illinois has natural resources in its infrastructure; in its people; in its ideas; in its geography. 


 


I am working every day with members of the Latino Caucus, and others who believe that we will only successfully pull the state out of recession by making sure that all of our citizens have an opportunity to prosper. We will come out of this recession together, and we will emerge stronger, with a more diverse, sustainable economy. I look forward to working with you to make that happen.
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